Concurrency bugs that stem from schedule-dependent branches are hard to understand and debug, because their root causes imply not only different event orderings, but also changes in the control-flow between failing and non-failing executions. We present Cortex: a system that helps exposing and understanding concurrency bugs that result from schedule-dependent branches, without relying on information from failing executions. Cortex preemptively exposes failing executions by perturbing the order of events and controlflow behavior in non-failing schedules from production runs of a program. By leveraging this information from production runs, Cortex synthesizes executions to guide the search for failing schedules. Production-guided search helps cope with the large execution search space by targeting failing executions that are similar to observed non-failing executions. Evaluation on popular benchmarks shows that Cortex is able to expose failing schedules with only a few perturbations to non-failing executions, and takes a practical amount of time.
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Introduction
Concurrent programming has hit the mainstream, because it enables software to take advantage of parallelism in pervasive multicore computer architectures. Unfortunately, expressing concurrency in multi-threaded code is more challenging than writing sequential code. The reason is that multi-threaded programs often permit many different schedules of operations from different threads. Hence, a program's outcome may vary from run to run, depending on the executed schedule. Many schedules are correct, but some failing schedules result in misbehavior, like a crash or data corruption.
A large body of research has focused on exposing failing schedules and exhaustively testing for failures [12, 15, 17, 47] . To find a failing schedule is a challenging problem: the subset of thread orderings that lead to the failure often corresponds to a tiny portion of the space of possible execution schedules and those few failing schedules may manifest rarely. Furthermore, the variation in the schedule in a failing execution may cause a variation in the execution's data flow, and subsequently, its control-flow. Such scheduledependent branches further complicate the task of exposing failing schedules, because one has to explore not only the space of possible thread schedules for a given execution path, but also the space of different execution paths. Since this huge search space makes complete exhaustive testing infeasible, some failures will likely manifest in deployment.
This work aims at exposing failures that may include scheduledependent branches, without ever needing to observe a failing execution. We leverage the observation that a failing schedule typically deviates in only a few critical ways from a non-failing schedule [33] . Our main insight is to expose new failing schedules by perturbing the order of events and certain branch outcomes in a nonfailing schedule. We further leverage abundant production runs of a program on deployed systems to guide our search of the enormous space of possible execution schedules [5] : our production-guided search for a failing schedule targets schedules very similar to a nonfailing schedule observed in production.
We present Cortex 1 , a system that helps exposing and understanding concurrency bugs using traces from normal, non-failing production executions. Figure 3 depicts an overview of our system. Cortex starts by collecting a set of per-thread path profiles from one or more production runs. Each profile is used to guide a symbolic execution of the program producing a symbolic event trace for each thread that is compatible with the original execution's control-flow. Cortex combines an execution's per-thread symbolic traces to implement production-guided search for a new, failing executionone that may depend on both schedule and path conditions.
Cortex's production-guided search is a novel approach to selecting a path and schedule. Starting from the computed symbolic execution, Cortex systematically reorders events in the schedule and inverts the outcome of certain branches, with a preference for executions that are most similar to the original. Cortex determines if a perturbed execution is feasible using a constraint system for a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver. The constraint system encodes synchronization, data-flow, event ordering, and the occurrence of a failure. If the SMT formulation is satisfiable, the execution that Cortex generated is feasible and the system reports the new failure. If the SMT formulation is infeasible, Cortex moves on to a different perturbation of the execution's schedule and branching behavior. Cortex favors executions that vary only slightly from the original, observed execution, putting its focus on failures that very nearly manifested in a previous execution.
In this paper, we consider failures to be violations of assertions in the code. We argue that it is common for developers to ship code with assertions. For instance, Google pervasively uses tracing and assertions throughout live, production datacenter code via Dapper [45] . Also, recent work showed that invariants can often be derived automatically [24] , which broadens the applicability of Cortex.
In addition to exposing failing schedules, Cortex is also able to isolate the failure's root cause. The root cause of a failure is the minimum sequence of events in the schedule that cause the program to fail. A failing schedule may contain many events and the failure's root cause could be anywhere in the schedule, which makes debugging a complex task. Failures resulting from schedule-dependent branches further exacerbate this problem, because the programmer must reason about different events in a failing execution and in a non-failing one.
Cortex leverages production-guided search to extend previous work on differential schedule projections [33] and compute differential path-schedule projections (DPSPs). DPSPs zero in on the root cause of failures that stem from schedule-dependent branches by reporting the differences between a failing and a non-failing schedule, including variations in their event orderings, data-flow behavior, and control-flow decisions.
Our evaluation in Section 6 shows that Cortex is able to find failing schedules in concurrent programs by perturbing very few branch conditions. Moreover, we show that Cortex's productionguided search reduces the number of attempts to expose concurrency bugs by up to three orders of magnitude with respect to previous state-of-the-art concurrency testing techniques [12, 17] .
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions: i) A cooperative scheme to collect and analyze thread pathprofiles from production runs.
ii) A novel, production-guided approach to exposing path and schedule dependent failures by exploring variations in schedule and control-flow behavior in non-failing executions.
iii) A technique to synthesize new executions similar to observed ones leveraging traces collected from production, as well as symbolic execution.
iv) An implementation of Cortex for Java and an evaluation, with widely used benchmarks and real-world applications, showing that Cortex is efficient and effective for exposing and debugging hard concurrency bugs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the background concepts most related to our work. Section 3 describes the Cortex system, namely its architecture and the production-guided search used to find failing schedules. Section 4 provides a concrete example that illustrates how Cortex employs the production-guided search to expose a concurrency bug that depends on schedule-sensitive branches. Section 5 discusses the implementation details. Section 6 presents the experimental evaluation results and discuss the main findings. Finally, Section 7 reviews the related work.
Motivation and Background
Cortex exposes new concurrency bugs and helps their diagnosis. This section overviews concurrency bugs and debugging, as well as techniques from prior work that form the foundation of Cortex.
Concurrency Bugs
Concurrency bugs are errors in code that permit operations from different threads to execute in an order that causes the program to fail -concurrency bugs permit failing execution schedules. Concurrency bugs include omitted and misused synchronization and inter-thread communication. For example, consider the multithreaded program in Figure 1 . This program has two threads (T1 and T2), which access a shared variable x. T1 increments the value of x (which is initially set to 0) and then checks whether this value is greater than 0. In turn, T2 simply writes 0 to x. This program has two possible outcomes: it either validates or violates the assertion at line 2, depending on the order in which threads execute their operations. The program fails for the schedule 1-3-2 and ends correctly for the schedules 3-1-2 and 1-2-3. The example is an atomicity violation, because the block of operations in T1 should execute atomically, without being interleaved by operations from T2, but the code fails to enforce the atomicity. Atomicity violations and other types of concurrency bugs (e.g. ordering violations and data-races) have been studied extensively in the literature [9, 14, 27-31, 38, 43, 53, 54] and we defer to prior work for a more thorough background on concurrency bug types.
Regardless of the type, some concurrency bugs are strictly schedule-dependent. The error in Figure 1 is an example of a strictly schedule-dependent bug: threads in both the failing and non-failing schedules execute the same sequence of instructions, but the schedules differ in the threads' operations interleaving.
Unlike the bug in Figure 1 , not all concurrency bugs are strictly schedule-dependent. Some concurrency bugs are path and schedule dependent, instead, like the example in Figure 2 . In the example, T1 and T2 access four shared variables (x, y, w, and z). The program fails when it executes the schedule 8-1-2-3-4-9-10-5-6-7, which causes the value of x at line 7 to be 0 and violate the assertion. All non-failing schedules for this program exhibit a different controlflow path than the failing schedule, because the code must not execute line 6, to guarantee that x > 0 at line 7. The key distinction between this example and the example in Figure 1 is that the failing execution requires a variation from the correct execution in both the order of events (i.e., the schedule) and in the control-flow path executed. The next section discusses the challenges of path and schedule dependent bugs. 
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(initially x = y = w = z = 0)
Figure 2: Example of a multithreaded program with a path and schedule dependent bug.
Challenges of Path and Schedule Dependent Bugs
Testing for and debugging path and schedule dependent bugs is more complex and challenging than for strictly schedule-dependent bugs. The reason for the difference is that path and schedule dependent bugs require searching not only for an inter-thread operation order, but also for a new execution path that is compatible with such a failing schedule.
Testing. Stateless model checking systems like con2colic testing [11] and MCR [17] leverage SMT constraint solving to expose concurrency bugs. By encoding the possible thread schedules for a given execution path as a constraint system, these systems are able to check properties and search for failures in a set of schedules, for a given single execution path. Other systematic concurrency testing techniques systematically exercise many different schedules for the same control-flow path [16, 34] . Systematic schedule search works for strictly schedule-dependent bugs, but path and schedule dependent bugs require a tool to simultaneously explore all control-flow paths to find a path and schedule that leads to the failure. This requirement illustrates an important challenge: the space of paths and schedules explodes with an execution's length and quickly becomes unwieldy and infeasible to search. In this work, we address search space explosion using the local, production-guided search technique that we describe in Section 3.3.
Debugging. Debugging tools like CLAP [20] and Symbiosis [33] use symbolic execution and SMT constraint solving for automatic debugging. Both systems use per-thread path profiles from a concrete failing execution to generate and replay a failing schedule. While CLAP is only focused on reproducing failures, Symbiosis is able to diagnose them as well, by systematically reordering operations in a failing schedule to produce an alternate schedule that does not trigger the failure. Symbiosis uses a differential analysis of the alternate and the original schedule to isolate a failure's cause and produce a differential schedule projection [33] . Symbiosis and CLAP do not handle path and schedule dependent bugs: CLAP only computes failing schedules and Symbiosis' alternate schedules are required to adhere to the original controlflow of the original execution. Furthermore, both Symbiosis and CLAP need a trace from a failing execution to work, which may be hard to obtain. For instance, we ran the program in Figure 2 10,000 times and it did not fail a single time.
In this work, Cortex couples its production-guided search with symbolic execution and SMT solving ideas from Symbiosis and CLAP to address schedule and path dependent bugs without the need to observe a failing execution. Section 7 provides a more thorough comparison between Cortex and Symbiosis.
Computing Schedules with Symbolic Execution and Constraint Solving
Cortex leverages the multithreaded trace generation technique developed in CLAP [20] and refined in Symbiosis [33] . The technique uses concrete, per-thread path profiles to guide a symbolic execution of the program and generate per-thread symbolic traces (see Section 3.2). The technique then builds an SMT constraint formulation that is based on the per-thread symbolic traces. When solved by an off-the-shelf SMT solver, the formulation yields a failing, multi-threaded schedule. We defer a full discussion of this formulation to its original work [20] , but provide background here. The constraint formulation has two kinds of variables: value variables, which represent symbolic values returned by read operations, and order variables, which represent the order of operations in a schedule. The constraint system, Φ fail , is a conjunction of five sub-formulae:
Briefly, φ path encodes the path conditions corresponding to the path executed by each thread; φsync encodes inter-thread ordering imposed by synchronization; φrw encodes inter-thread ordering implied by accesses to shared memory; φmo encodes possible operation reorderings permitted by the memory consistency model; and ¬φ assert encodes the failure constraint, which corresponds to an assertion failure.
Symbiosis [33] observed that a similar constraint formulation, Φ ok , yields a non-failing schedule, without the failure condition negated:
Therefore, for a given execution control-flow, the constraint system can be used to obtain an execution schedule that either fails or ends successfully, depending on whether the failure condition is satisfied or not, respectively. In the following, we describe each sub-formula in more detail.
Path Constraint φ path is a conjunction of all threads' path conditions (i.e., branch outcomes), recorded during symbolic execution [4, 51] . For instance, a possible path constraint for an execution of the program in Figure 2 Synchronization Constraints. φsync is divided into partial order constraints and locking constraints.
The former encode the happens-before relation [25] between ordering synchronization operations (e.g., signal, wait, join, fork). For instance, the constraints state that i) one thread's start/join event happens after another thread's fork/exit event. Locking constraints encode mutual exclusion of code protected by a lock. These constraints match a thread's unlock operations to a preceding unlock in that thread.
Read-Write Constraints. φrw encodes the ordering and result of shared memory read and write operations. The read-write constraints express the fact that a read from a variable returns the symbolic value written by the last write to that variable.
For example, in Figure 2 , if T1 reads the value 1 for the variable z at line 1, then the most recent write to z must be the one at line 8 by T2 and, consequently, line 8 must execute before line 1.
Memory Order Constraints. φmo determines the order in which operations occur in a specific thread. In Cortex, we consider that operations execute in program order, i.e. following a sequencial consistent memory model. However, it is possible to express more relaxed memory consistency models using slightly different constraints [20] .
Failure Constraint. φ assert corresponds to the condition that, if unsatisfied, indicates that an execution failed. For a failing execution, Φ fail , the failure condition must be violated (i.e., ¬φ assert must hold). On the other hand, for a correct execution Φ ok , φ assert must be true. In Figure 2 , ¬φ assert corresponds to [x≤0] and φ assert corresponds to [x>0].
Cortex
Cortex is an automated system for exposing and debugging path and schedule dependent failures in multithreaded programs. In contrast with other systems, Cortex does not need to observe a failed execution to isolate a failure. Instead, Cortex starts from a concrete, non-failing execution and explores alternative executions with only minor variations in their schedule and path from the non-failing schedule. Using an initial, non-failing execution from production turns Cortex's execution space exploration into a production-guided search for new failures. The exposed failures represent behavior that nearly happened in the observed execution, and is, thus, more likely to happen in some future execution. Cortex summarizes only the differences between the exposed failing execution and the original non-failing execution to clearly isolate the root cause of the failure to the developer.
Cortex operates in four main steps: static analysis, trace collection, production-guided search, and root cause isolation. These steps are illustrated in Figure 3 and described in the following sections.
Static Analysis
Cortex starts by performing a static program analysis with two goals. The first goal is to instrument the beginning of each basic 2) Cortex uses the path profiles, collected from multiple production runs, to guide a symbolic execution of the program and produce per-thread symbolic event traces that adhere to the original executions' control-flow. 3) Cortex leverages symbolic traces and SMT constraint solving to conduct a production-guided search for a new failing execution that may depend on both schedule and path conditions. 4) Whenever Cortex successfully uncovers a new failing schedule, it computes a differential path-schedule projection (using the uncovered failing schedule and a non-failing schedule) to isolate the underlying bug.
block in the program to trace the control-flow path followed in a concrete execution. The second goal is to identify shared variables. Non-private (i.e., shared) variables and local variables derived from those variables are marked as symbolic. Marking shared variables as symbolic is a pre-requisite to Cortex's symbolic trace collection and generation mechanism (described next).
Trace Collection
Given the infeasibility of exhaustively exploring all possible executions of a program, Cortex narrows the exploration to favor those paths that are most like those observed in production.
Concrete Trace Collection. The version of the program instrumented by Cortex collects per-thread path profiles [20, 33] . A pathprofile is a sequence of basic blocks (i.e., control-flow outcomes) that was followed by the thread at runtime. Note that traces collected at this stage do not have any information concerning thread scheduling, nor regarding which events were executed during the production run. The reason is because recording the precise thread interleaving incurs heavy runtime overhead [19] . Hence, as previous work [20] , we opt for a more lightweight logging approach to capture runtime information.
Production runs with the same control-flow output identical traces. However, paths with different control-flow may execute in production. Cortex can collect a variety of paths from multiple, different executions, potentially from distinct machines and execution environments. This form of cooperative path collection enables Cortex to leverage the execution diversity in multiple deployments to gather a representative collection of traces.
Symbolic Trace Generation. Cortex uses symbolic execution to generate per-thread, symbolic traces from the collected, per-thread, concrete traces. Cortex augments the collected, per-thread path traces offline with information about shared variables from its static analysis. Cortex marks as symbolic all shared variables and local variables that depend on shared variables. These symbolic annotations mean that later, when Cortex does symbolic execution, reads and writes to these variables manipulate symbolic expressions, rather than concrete values.
Cortex performs a symbolic execution of the program, guiding each thread's symbolic execution by its path trace. In other words, the symbolic execution proceeds solely across the execution path indicated by its corresponding path profile. As a result, instead of exploring all control-flow paths, as in a conventional symbolic execution, the symbolic execution in Cortex only follows branches taken in the original run. Cortex, thus generates per-thread symbolic traces containing the same control-flow, synchronization, and shared memory accesses as the original, production run. Cortex maintains a database of per-thread symbolic traces generated from any set of observed, per-thread concrete traces. Cortex organizes the traces in its database to facilitate its downstream search, using the executions' control-flow. Like symbolic execution tools [4, 48, 51] , Cortex denotes a branch outcome as a binary value, with a 1 for branches taken and a 0 for branches not taken. An execution path is, thus, uniquely defined by a string of bits.
For example, consider a symbolic trace for thread T1 in Fig 
Production-Guided Search
After gathering the path profiles from production runs and generating their corresponding per-thread symbolic traces, Cortex starts its search for alternate, failing executions. Figure 4 illustrates Cortex's search procedure.
Cortex's search is guided by production in two ways. The first way is schedule exploration, during which Cortex searches multithreaded executions compatible with the set of per-thread symbolic traces from some observed execution. If schedule exploration fails to surface any new failures, for any traces in Cortex's database, Cortex uses execution synthesis as a second form of productionguided search. Cortex synthesizes new multi-threaded executions by modifying the control-flow behavior in one or more of the threads' traces. Cortex then performs schedule exploration on the new synthesized execution.
Schedule Exploration
Given a combination of per-thread, symbolic path traces -from either a production run or a synthesized execution -Cortex checks if any interleaving of operations that make up those paths leads to a failure. First, Cortex selects an assertion from the trace at random. Next, Cortex builds a Φ fail constraint model (from Section 2.3) with the symbolic information contained in the traces and the condition in the assertion.
Cortex uses an SMT solver to check the satisfiability of the generated constraints. If the model is satisfiable, then the solver outputs the failing schedule. If the constraints are unsatisfiable, then there is no schedule that leads to a failure of the selected assertion for the given control-flow trace. Cortex applies this schedule exploration procedure to each execution in its database, reporting newly exposed failures as they manifest.
Note that only performing schedule exploration on executions observed in production will only expose strictly scheduledependent failures. However, Cortex is not limited to these failures only, because it goes beyond schedule exploration with its execution synthesis technique.
Execution Synthesis
Execution synthesis generates new per-thread control-flow traces corresponding to entirely novel executions by making small perturbations in the control-flow observed in production runs. By synthesizing new executions with control-flow variations, and then applying schedule exploration to those synthesized executions, Cortex can expose new failures that are schedule and path dependent.
Synthesizing executions presents two main challenges: i) how to decide which alternate execution to synthesize, and ii) how to obtain per-thread symbolic traces for the alternate execution to be synthesized. Cortex addresses the first challenge with a novel heuristic denoted branch condition flipping. The heuristic perturbs the original control-flow observed during some production run, generating one or more new per-thread traces. Cortex addresses the second challenge using a combination of its trace database and symbolic execution. If Cortex has already observed some execution in which a thread followed the perturbed control-flow path, Cortex uses the per-thread symbolic trace for that path that is in its database. If Cortex has not observed the perturbed path in some prior execution, Cortex synthesizes a new symbolic path trace by running a symbolic execution, guided by the perturbed control-flow trace.
Synthesizing a Control-flow Path. Cortex's synthesizes a new control-flow path by inverting path conditions on an existing path that are within a given distance from the selected assertion.
To identify the path conditions corresponding to the branches closest to the assertion, Cortex selects an execution from its database and generates a non-failing, multi-threaded schedule using the Φ ok constraint model (from Section 2.3). Cortex examines the resulting schedule and selects the D branches closest to the assertion as candidates for inversion.
Cortex's path synthesis heuristic generates paths that are most similar to the original path trace first, generating new paths in order of deviation from the original. The first paths that the heuristic generates are ones with a single branch outcome flipped, and Cortex gives priority to paths in which the flipped branch is closer to the assertion. Next, the heuristic generates new paths with two branch flips, again, prioritizing new paths with lower total distance between branch flips and the assertion. Cortex's path synthesis heuris- tic continues considering complexes of increasingly many branch inversions up to the configurable threshold number D. Figure 6a ) illustrates Cortex's path synthesis heuristic. There are two threads, T1 and T2, and three branch conditions ( A and B belong to T1, and C belongs to T2). According to the nonfailing schedule in Figure 6a ), the closest branch to the assertion is A , followed by B and C . The figure also shows that the path conditions in the threads' symbolic traces are 10 (i.e., taken, not taken) and 1 (i.e., taken), respectively for T1 and T2. Figure 6b ) depicts the first branch condition that Cortex attempts to flip, namely A . As a result, Cortex generates a new control-flow path for T1 containing 11, while the trace for T2 remains the same. Later, the path synthesis heuristic may generate another control-flow path by flipping the outcome of multiple branches. Figure 6c) illustrates a case where Cortex simultaneously flips branches B and C , resulting in a path for T1 containing 00 and a path for T2 containing 0.
After synthesizing a new control-flow path, Cortex needs a new symbolic trace for the newly synthesized path. Cortex can either find an existing symbolic trace, or synthesize a new symbolic trace.
Finding a Symbolic Trace. The easiest way for Cortex to obtain a symbolic trace that is compatible with a newly synthesized controlflow path is to look for one in its database of traces collected from any prior, production execution. A compatible trace from the database must have an identical prefix of branch outcomes as the original, unperturbed trace, but must have the opposite outcome for the branch or branches flipped by the path synthesis heuristic.
When there is more than one compatible, symbolic trace in the database, Cortex considers each of them in turn, up to a maximum of N possible traces, and in ascending order of their path length. The tuple (D, N ) allows tuning the search in terms of the number of different branches conditions flipped and the number of possible traces that are attempted for each branch flip. A high D means that Cortex flips path conditions far from the assertion, and a high N indicates that Cortex explores many paths with a common prefix.
Synthesizing a Symbolic Trace. When there is no trace in the database that matches a newly synthesized control-flow path, Cortex synthesizes a compatible trace using guided symbolic execution. Cortex uses the newly synthesized control-flow path to guide a symbolic execution of the thread up to, and including the flipped branch or branches. After reaching the flipped branch in the symbolic execution, Cortex has no information about which control-flow path to follow. Cortex allows the symbolic execution to run freely, exploring all paths, as in classical symbolic execution [4, 23, 51] . We heuristically stop the symbolic execution when it reaches the assertion or program exit along any path. We also stop symbolic execution after a configurable threshold timeout, to prevent the path explosion problem from hindering Cortex.
As an example, consider the scenario where Cortex has to synthesize the symbolic trace for T1 required in Figure 6b ). Cortex would run the program symbolically, forcing T1 to take the branch 1 for the path condition B , as well as for path condition A . As T1's execution ends with the assertion right after A , Cortex would output a symbolic trace for T1 that is compatible with the previously unobserved control-flow path 11.
Root Cause Isolation
Like prior systems on systematic concurrency testing [12, 17] , Cortex is able to report a newly exposed failing schedule, but unlike prior systems, Cortex also reports a concise summary of the failure's root cause. To summarize a failure's root cause, Cortex computes and reports a differential path-schedule projection (DPSP). DPSPs are an extension of differential schedule projections, developed in Symbiosis [33] . Cortex computes DPSPs by analyzing an exposed failing execution and the original, non-failing execution that it was derived from. A DPSP reports the salient differences between the failing and non-failing schedule, including variation in their event orderings, data-flow behavior, and control-flow decisions. The key difference between DPSPs in this work and DSPs in prior work is that DSPs do not incorporate differences in controlflow between a failing and a non-failing execution, while, critically, DPSPs include those differences.
Cortex produces the DPSP by computing a "diff" of the failing schedule against the non-failing schedule. To compute a DPSP, Cortex first compares the traces and prunes a prefix of operations common to both the failing and non-failing schedule. Cortex then examines data-flow in both traces and reports only data-flow edges that exist in one trace, but not the other. Control-flow variations are highlighted as data-flow variations involving operations that only executed in one trace, but not the other. DPSPs are helpful for debugging, because they allow developers to see only a very small number of relevant operations and data movement events, rather than forcing them to pore over a full execution schedule. Furthermore, DPSPs illustrate the failure alongside a very similar, but nonfailing execution. The side-by-side comparison helps understand the failure and aids in debugging.
Running Example
This section synthesizes the entire Cortex debugging workflow using a detailed running example. Figure 5 shows how Cortex automatically computes the root cause of the failure in Figure 2 .
Static analysis. Cortex's static analysis identifies and instruments basic blocks and shared variables. Figure 5a shows the program's control-flow graph. In the example code, z, w, y, and x are marked as symbolic.
Symbolic trace collection. The program executes in production, potentially many times, and a path profile for each thread is collected from each execution. From the path profiles, Cortex produces symbolic traces. Using symbolic execution, Cortex identifies each branch condition evaluated by each thread (depicted in square brackets in Figure 5a ) and symbolic execution follows those branches according to the path profile. The symbolic execution produces a corresponding symbolic trace file; Figure 5b shows the per-thread symbolic traces for three non-failing, production runs with different execution paths. For instance, T11:10 indicates that the trace for thread T1 of production run 1 followed the controlflow path 10 (i.e., taken, not taken). After producing the per-thread, symbolic traces, Cortex stores them in its trace database, depicted in Figure 5c as a prefix tree.
Production-guided search. Figures 5d.1-d.6 illustrate how Cortex uses production-guided search to expose a failing schedule from the non-failing, production schedules in its trace database.
First, Cortex tries to obtain a failing schedule by exploring the schedules that are compatible with per-thread traces from production runs that are in the trace database. Cortex applies its schedule exploration algorithm (see Section 3.3.1) to production runs 1, 2 and 3. In this example, there is no failing schedule that simply interleaves the per-thread traces from any execution. Instead, Cortex needs to explore alternate executions that it derives from the observed executions via execution synthesis.
Cortex begins its search by arbitrarily selecting production run 2, which includes traces T12 and T22. Using the traces from this execution, Cortex generates a non-failing schedule by calling out to the SMT solver (Figure 5d.1) . Cortex examines the non-failing schedule to identify the branches that are closest to the assertion. In the example, these branches are A , B (from trace T12) and C (from T22).
In Figure 5d .2, Cortex explores a different execution path by flipping the branch condition A . The resulting path prefix is thus obtained by inverting the second bit in the path of trace T12, i.e., by changing the path condition 10 to the path condition 11. Cortex checks its database for a symbolic trace for T1 with the path prefix 11, but, in this example, there is no such path in the database. Consequently, Cortex needs to synthesize a new symbolic trace for T1 with that prefix using symbolic trace synthesis.
Symbolic trace synthesis produces a symbolic trace T1:11. Cortex uses the generated trace, together with T22, to synthesize a new execution that we refer to as "run 4". Cortex performs schedule exploration on run 4, checking for interleavings of its threads' operations that lead to a failure. The solver, however, yields unsatisfiable when evaluating the constraint system that encodes schedule exploration. The execution is infeasible because there is no feasible data-flow that allows the value of y at line 5 to be 0.
To continue its search for a feasible schedule, Cortex again applies its path synthesis heuristic to generate a new control-flow path to explore (Figure 5d.3) . The next branch to flip is B from trace T12:10, which corresponds to the path 00. Cortex finds that its trace database for T1 already contains a trace with that path prefix (namely T13). Cortex uses the trace that it found to synthesize a new execution ("run 5"), containing the newly synthesized trace for T1 and trace T22. Cortex then performs schedule exploration on run 5, continuing its search for a feasible, failing alternate schedule.
Cortex proceeds according to this approach. When schedule exploration yields no failing schedule, Cortex synthesizes a new path, finds or synthesizes a new symbolic trace, creates a new execution, and re-applies schedule exploration. Figure 5d .4 and Figure 5d .5 show subsequent applications of the approach, which consist of runs 6 and 7, respectively. Note that, in Figure 5d .5, Cortex inverts the outcome of two branches, instead of a single branch because, at this point in its search, it has exhausted all options involving only a single branch inversion.
In Figure 5d .6, Cortex identifies a feasible, failing schedule for a newly synthesized execution that includes a synthesized symbolic trace for T1 (previously generated in run 4), and T21. The traces for T1 and T2 in the execution for which there is a failing schedule are the result of inverting the outcome of both branches A and C . Note that without Cortex's unique ability to explore both schedule and path variations, this failure would not have been exposed.
Root cause isolation.
With the failing and non-failing schedules that are the result of production-guided search, Cortex generates the DPSP depicted in Figure 7 . On the left side is the non-failing schedule and on the right is the failing schedule. The DPSP does not show operations that the two schedules have in common, instead highlighting only the parts of the execution trace that are different. The DPSP illustrates (in the bold lines) which control-flow outcomes differ between the schedules. The arrows in the figure indicate data-flow edges that exist in one schedule, but not in the other. Together these properties of the DPSP show the root cause of the failure: the failure is attributable to a change in the order of operations in the schedule, the data-flow changes resulting from those ordering changes, and the control-flow changes stemming from the changes in data-flow.
In particular, the example shows that the branch condition [w>0], which evaluates false in the non-failing schedule, becomes true in the failing schedule, because w at line 9 reads the value 1 (written by T1 at line 2) rather than the initial value 0. Consequently, T2 executes line 10 and sets y to 0, allowing the [y==0] to be true at line 5. In contrast, in the non-failing schedule, T1 takes the branch outcome corresponding to the condition ¬[y==0], because y at line 5 necessarily reads the value 1 written at line 4.
Finally, the DPSP shows that the assertion failure in the failing schedule is due to the value of x being decremented by T1 at line 6. Conversely, the execution ends successfully in the nonfailing schedule because the read of x at line 7 returns the value 1, previously written at line 3.
Note that previous work in Symbiosis [33] simply reorders events in the failing schedule to obtain an alternate, non-failing schedule and produce a differential schedule projection. As such, Symbiosis would not be able to generate a DPSP like the one of Figure 7 , because the failing schedule and the non-failing schedule for this case comprise not only sequences of different events, but also differing path conditions.
Implementation
We implemented a prototype of Cortex for Java programs. We use Soot [49] to perform the static analysis of Java bytecode, namely to inject probes at the beginning of each basic block that allow recording the path profile at runtime. Moreover, we leverage Soot's thread-local objects (TLO) escape analysis to compute a sound over-approximation of the set of shared variables in Java programs. For each access on a shared variable we log an entry into a trace file containing the variable's reference and the source code line. Cortex consults the trace file during symbolic execution to identify which operations should to treat symbolically.
Cortex's production-guided schedule search and DPSP generation were implemented in around 1,200 lines of C and C++ code that extended the publicly available version of Symbiosis [33] . We extended Symbiosis to i) efficiently store symbolic traces from multiple production runs, ii) expose strictly schedule dependent, as well as path and schedule dependent concurrency bugs using traces from non-failing executions, and iii) perform symbolic trace synthesis during multiple path exploration.
Cortex organizes its database of per-thread path traces, represented as bit strings, into tries (i.e., prefix trees). Tries are typically used for string retrieval and contain one node for every common prefix of stored strings. In Cortex's implementation, if strings representing two different traces share a prefix of n bits, the corresponding executions followed the same path until the n th branch decision. Cortex's use of a trie to store traces minimizes the storage required for large numbers of traces collected from production.
Cortex uses Java PathFinder (JPF) [51] for symbolic execution and Z3 [7] to solve SMT constraints. We modified Java PathFinder to integrate it with the other parts of Cortex. First, when generating symbolic traces for the production run per-thread path profiles, we ignore states that do not conform with execution path traced at runtime. This allows guiding the symbolic execution along the original paths only. Second, when synthesizing new symbolic traces, we force JPF to follow original path solely up to the branch condition flip point. After that, JPF switches to the traditional mode, where it explores all branches for each condition on symbolic variables, using a breadth-first search heuristic. In this mode, we also set a timeout to the exploration, in order to cope with path explosion.
Our Cortex prototype assumes that bugs in programs are expressed in the code as assertion invariants. Assuming that production software contains assertions is reasonable, as many major industrial environments use production assertions and tracing [45] .
In our experiments, we added these assertions when they were not initially present. For cases where the error had the following form on the left, we inject the assertion as indicated on the right:
... } Since JPF does not support arrays of symbolic length, we have also modified these cases in our experiments to have a constant size, without affecting the original buggy behavior of the program. The Cortex prototype is publicly available at http://github. com/nunomachado/cortex-tool.
Evaluation
Our evaluation of Cortex focuses on answering the following three questions:
1. How efficient is Cortex in collecting symbolic traces from production runs? ( §6.1)
2. How effective is Cortex's production-guided search in finding concurrency bugs? ( §6.2 and §6.3)
How effective is Cortex in isolating the root cause of concurrency bugs? ( §6.4)
We evaluated Cortex on the wide variety of multithreaded benchmarks shown in Table 1 . These benchmarks have been used in prior work on concurrency debugging [10, 13, 17, 18] . We used 11 programs from the IBM ConTest benchmark suite [10] ; StringBuf, a test driver of a bug in the Java JDK1.4 [17] ; ExMCR, a micro-benchmark used by J. Huang et al. [17] to illustrate the benefits of MCR against other stateless model checking techniques. We have also tested with two real-world application bugs, namely Pool (which consists of a data race in Apache Commons Pool) and Cache4j (uncaught exception due to a data race). When presenting results, we sort test cases by "difficulty", i.e, benchmarks with fewer branches and smaller search spaces appear first in the tables. We modeled the data collection of a production environment by executing each program 100 times and ensuring that none of the 100 executions triggered the bug. From these production runs, we generated non-failing, symbolic traces and applied productionguided search to expose a failing schedule for each benchmark. For Cache4j, we have experimented with different workloads to assess the scalability of the constraint solving phase, as done in previous work [33] . Concretely, we re-ran this test case by varying the worker thread's update loop to have 1 (small), 5 (medium), and 10 (large) iterations.
The experiments were conducted on an 8-core, 3.5Ghz machine with 32GB of memory, running Ubuntu 10.04.4.
Cortex is Practical and Efficient
The most important result is that for all of the benchmarks that we considered, Cortex exposed a new failing execution based on a small handful of observed, non-failing schedules, and did so in a practical amount of time. Table 1 reports the time and storage overhead imposed by Cortex on production runs to capture path profiles, as well as the time required to compute symbolic trace collection. We report average time values across all executions (concrete and symbolic) for each benchmark.
Cortex's path profiling overhead ranges from from 2.4% in Loader to 21.7% in Cache4j (L). The overhead is tolerable, even for production, and similar to other prior work in this area [20, 33] . Better software path profiling [3] or hardware support [50] are orthogonal techniques that would reduce this overhead.
Regarding space overhead, Cortex produces traces with sizes ranging from 170B in ExMCR to 105KB in Garage. The symbolic execution time is typically low as well: JPF produced a symbolic trace in less than one minute for all programs. The programs with larger path profiles are also the ones with more shared symbolic events (e.g. BufWriter and Garage). Garage has a long traces and symbolic executions time because it uses busy waiting. Table 2 reports experimental results that allow assessing Cortex's efficacy in finding failing schedules. Columns 3 and 4 of the table together show that Cortex was able to find a failing schedule for all programs, including ones with failures dependent on both the path and schedule (" branch dependent "). We now characterize Cortex's ability to expose new failures.
Cortex Exposes Failures
Strictly schedule dependent bugs. Column 3 of Table 2 shows that schedule exploration alone works for only 8 out of the 
17 benchmarks, namely Account, PingPong, Airline, StringBuf, BufWriter, and the three Cache4j scenarios. The reason schedule search alone is adequate for these benchmarks is that these eight cases include assertions of the form if(cond){assert(false)} else{assert(true)}. Cortex finds the failing schedule via schedule exploration alone because the failures are dependent only on strictly schedule dependent data flow to cond.
Efficiency of production-guided search. Column 4 in Table 2 shows that production-guided search finds a failing schedule for our path and schedule dependent bugs. Column 5 shows the number of branch outcome inversions Cortex performed to expose each failure. 3 out of 9 cases required inverting only the single closest branch to the assertion. This outcome supports our observation that failing executions are lurking in production, and that perturbing production executions is an effective search strategy for these otherwise elusive failures. The need for branch inversions, even in our production-guided search reinforces the fact that schedule exploration alone is insufficient.
Production run diversity. Collecting a diversity of production executions expedites Cortex's search for failures because it populates the trace database with traces, obviating the more costly execution synthesis step. Column 2 of Table 2 shows how many distinct nonfailing executions Cortex observed during 100 runs of each benchmark. For all benchmarks except BufWriter and Pool, less than 50% of the collected executions are distinct. The data suggest that, even in small numbers of runs, executions are diverse and Cortex can leverage a large trace database in a large deployment.
Search parameters. The column labelled as (D, N ) characterizes parameters used during Cortex's search for failures. Programs for which Cortex finds the failure with a single branch flip exhibit the pair (1,1) for (D, N ). For those programs, Cortex exposed a bug by inverting the outcome of the single branch that was closest to the assertion. In contrast, in Critical, ExMCR, Garage, BubbleSort, Loader, and Pool the optimal value for (D, N ) varies significantly. For Critical, Cortex found the failing schedule after inverting two branch conditions (the two closest to the assertion) and performed schedule exploration using three different symbolic traces for each one of the two paths. For ExMCR, Cortex was able to find the failing execution in 6 attempts, but in this case it required 6 different combinations of branch inversions. Note that the number of attempts is actually greater than the product of the search parameters (D, N ) for ExMCR, because Cortex needed to flip a combination of two branches simultaneously in order to trigger this failure 2 . Garage required fewer attempts than D × N . The reason is that Cortex selected traces for some paths that included redundant execution paths. Cortex discarded the redundant paths and found a failing schedule using the 4 th trace for the 6 th combination of branch flips. For BubbleSort and Loader, Cortex experimented with only one trace per branch inversion, but it searched through 4 and 11 branch inversions, respectively, to compute the failing schedule. Pool, in turn, was the program for which Cortex required more tries and flips of branch conditions to expose the failure. This is because the only combination of branch inversions that allowed finding the failing schedule corresponded to flipping simultaneously the 4 th and 5
th branches closest to the assertion. In conclusion, these results show that search parameters (D, N ) affect significantly the number of attempts that production-guided schedule search requires to expose the concurrency bug.
Solving Time. The last column of Table 2 reports the average amount of time that the SMT solver took to solve the constraint system (this value comprises only the case when the solver yielded satisfiable, because reporting unsatisfiable took at most 3 seconds for our test cases). The data shows that solving time is low for most cases, i.e., a couple of seconds. The exception are benchmarks BufWriter, Cache4j (M), and Cache4j (L). Once more, this is due to the higher number of shared events in these programs. In particular, the solver took almost 3 hours for BufWriter, because the SMT constraint formulation for this program contains more than 920K readwrite constraints and more than 6.5K locking constraints, which have a big impact in the solving time for this kind of constraint systems [20, 33] .
Cortex Compares Favorably to Systematic Testing
Unlike Cortex, systematic testing techniques search by fully exploring the space of possible executions. We directly compared Cortex to two state-of-the-art systematic testing techniques, namely MCR [17] and iterative context bounding with dynamic partial order reduction (ICB-DPOR) [12] . Similarly to Cortex, MCR uses an SMT constraint-based approach to efficiently explore the space of possible schedules of a multithreaded execution in search for concurrency bugs. In particular, MCR starts from a concrete seed interleaving and builds a maximal causal model that allows checking correctness properties on all execution schedules equivalent to that seed interleaving. To further explore the state space, MCR iteratively generates new non-redundant schedules by enforcing read operations to return different values. MCR then uses the newly generated schedules as seed interleavings for subsequent iterations.
On the other hand, ICB-DPOR simply bounds the number of thread preemptions that can occur when systematically exercising different execution schedules, thus not accounting for redundant interleavings (i.e. interleavings that produce the same values for read operations).
Our goal is to show that Cortex examines fewer executions before exposing a failure than other approaches. We reproduce results for MCR and ICB-DPOR reported by Huang et al. [17] for the subset of benchmarks that have been used with all three systems. Table 3 reports the comparison.
The data show that, for most cases, Cortex searches orders of magnitude fewer executions than ICB-DPOR, and considerably fewer than MCR. The standout is ExMCR; ExMCR is a microbenchmark that was designed to be adversarial to systematic con- currency testing systems. Cortex exposes the bug after searching just 6 executions, substantially outperforming both other systems.
The only benchmark where Cortex required more attempts to find the failing schedule than the other approaches was Pool. As mentioned before, for this program, Cortex was only able to trigger the failure after inverting the 4 th and 5 th branches at the same time. Hence, Cortex ended up spending time exploring combinations of branch flips that, despite being closer to the assertion, were ineffective to expose the failing schedule.
We believe the aforementioned scenario to be infrequent in practice, as shown by the outcomes of the other benchmarks. Therefore, we argue that the results in Table 3 further support our observation production-guided search is effective.
DPSPs are Concise and Informative
We computed DPSPs for all of our benchmarks, using observed (and synthesized) non-failing schedules and corresponding failing schedules exposed by Cortex. We evaluated DPSPs by comparing the number of data-flows and events in the DPSPs to those in full schedules. Table 4 summarizes our results.
The data show that DPSPs are simpler than full, failing schedules. DPSPs include only the salient differences between the failing and the correct executions, directing the developer's attention towards the most relevant events and the data-flows involved in the root cause of the failure. On average, Cortex produced DPSPs with 83% fewer data-flows and 50% fewer events than full schedules. Considering benchmarks with path and schedule dependent bugs alone, the average reduction values are 72% and 35%, respectively for data-flows and events. These results provide evidence that DPSPs are a useful asset for root cause diagnosis, not only for schedule-dependent only failures, but also for schedule and path dependent failures.
Discussion
The experimental results presented in the previous sections clearly demonstrate the benefits of Cortex in exposing and isolating path and schedule dependent bugs. Nevertheless, there are still a few challenges that need to be addressed in order to further improve Cortex's applicability and scalability. We enumerate these challenges below and discuss possible research lines to address them in the future.
Non-Assertion Bugs. Our current Cortex prototype assumes that failures manifest as assertion violations. Although assertions are commonly placed in code during development, concurrency bugs might not always be expressed as invariant failures.
One can address this issue by extending Cortex's constraint model to check for other type of concurrency bugs (e.g. data races [17] or deadlocks) in addition to assertion violations.
Input Non-determinism. In this paper, we assume that all production runs are captured with a fixed input. Consequently, we con- sider that the execution control-flow is only affected by thread interleavings. Exposing concurrency bugs considering variable input in addition to schedule non-determinism is substantially more challenging, because the search space now grows along two different dimensions: input and schedules. A possible way to address input non-determinism is to extend Cortex to record the input during production runs, in addition to threads' execution path. This way, symbolic traces could then be aggregated in subsets according to their execution path and input. Another approach is to mark as symbolic the variables that are affected by the inputs of the program, in order to force Cortex to explore the space of possible inputs during symbolic execution.
Long Executions. As shown in our experiments, when the execution has a large number of shared events, the SMT solver can take a long time to solve the constraint system. For long executions, this problem is exacerbated and it can become hard to expose a failing schedule in a reasonable amount of time.
To improve the scalability of Cortex's constraint solving phase, one could apply record-and-replay techniques [32, 37, 55] to capture lightweight information regarding the thread orderings observed at runtime. This data could then be used to prune the constraint model (by fixing some read-write linkages), without compromising the ability to expose failing schedules.
Alternatively, Cortex could leverage interference abstractions [46] to make the constraint analysis more tractable. Interference abstractions allow computing under-and over-approximations of thread interferences in a concurrent program. Moreover, interference abstractions can be gradually refined to reduce the space of possible schedules when checking for properties [46] .
Related Work
A large body of prior work has studied debugging and testing of concurrent programs. In this section, we we reiterate some of the solutions discussed in Section 2.2 and overview other prior efforts that are most related to Cortex.
Cortex vs Symbiosis. Symbiosis [33] is a system that helps developers to understand and diagnose concurrency failures by computing a differential schedule projection (DSP). DSPs are useful for debugging because they highlight the variations in data-flow between a failing schedule and a non-failing schedule, which allows isolating the bug's root cause.
As referred in Section 2.2, Cortex and Symbiosis leverage several similar techniques, namely guided symbolic execution, SMT constraint solving, and differential analysis to isolate bugs. However, we argue that these two systems are fundamentally different. A fundamental distinction of Cortex is that Symbiosis starts from a single failing execution and produces a single non-failing one. Symbiosis is, therefore, predicated on having evidence about the existence of a bug and its location. In contrast, Cortex synthesizes a failing execution from a set of failure-free executions. As such, Cortex must explore a much larger search space of executions. Furthermore, this space includes both branch and schedule variations: another key distinction from Symbiosis, which is not able to handle path variations.
Finally, as Symbiosis cannot isolate path and schedule dependent bugs like Cortex, we can say the DPSPs computed by Cortex are more broadly applicable than the DSPs produced by Symbiosis.
Cooperative tracing of production runs. Cortex's cooperative approach is inspired by prior work on cooperative tracing and debugging. CBI [26] , CCI [21] , and Gist [22] log events (e.g., branch frequency, return values) from multiple production runs and use statistical predictors to isolate the bug's root cause. LBR/LCR [2] , in turn, uses on low-overhead hardware extensions to maintain a short-term log of hardware events that are useful for production run failure diagnosis. CoopREP [32] records partial logs from multiple user instances running a multithreaded program and combines that information to deterministically replay a concurrency error. Aviso [29] uses statistical analysis of production-run event traces, but with the orthogonal goal of avoiding failures, rather than exposing them.
Cortex benefits from information collected in production as well. However, Cortex has more immediately exposed failures than other cooperative techniques because it does not need the amount of data required by statistical approaches. Cortex has also the advantage of being able to synthesize new execution traces as necessary. Moreover, most other cooperative systems require first observing a failing execution, rather than exposing new ones.
Testing for concurrency bugs. Systematic concurrency testing (SCT) is one approach to testing multithreaded programs. The two most widely adopted SCT techniques are partial order reduction (POR) and schedule bounding. POR [15] reduces the number of schedules that need to be explored without false negatives, by exploring only one of each group of partial-order-equivalent set of executions. Dynamic POR techniques aim at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of POR by computing a persistent set [6] , sleep set [12] , and source set [1] during systematic search.
Schedule bounding techniques strive to limit the set of schedules examined during testing [8, 34, 39] . For instance, preemption bounding [34, 39] limits the number of preemptive context switches that are allowed in a schedule. Delay bounding [8] , in turn, bounds the amount of times a schedule can deviate from the scheduling defined by a given deterministic scheduler.
CTrigger [36] attempts to reduce the interleaving space in exploration by focusing the testing on unserializable interleavings, which are interleavings that usually correspond to atomicity violations and have low probability of occurring outside a controlled environment. In turn, AtomFuzzer [35] relies on annotations provided by developers to dynamically check for atomicity violations in multithreaded programs. AtomFuzzer uses a random scheduler to choose an arbitrary thread to run at every program state, favoring interleavings that correspond to atomicity violation execution patterns. RaceFuzzer [44] also employs random testing, but with the goal of finding data races. Similarly to AtomFuzzer, RaceFuzzer combines a random scheduler with race detection techniques, in order to guide an execution schedule towards potential racing pairs of statements.
All of these techniques output a failing schedule and expose new concurrency bugs, but do not concisely summarize a failure's root cause, like Cortex.
Another approach to testing multithreaded programs is test synthesis. Test synthesis receives a suite of sequential tests as input, and analyzes the traces from these sequential executions in order to generate bug-inducing multithreaded tests. Omen [40] , Narada [42] , and Intruder [41] use this approach to automatically synthesize tests aimed at exposing deadlocks, races, and atomicity violations, respectively. Note, however, that test synthesis techniques still require multithreaded tests to be executed and analyzed with dynamic detectors [14, 35, 38] to find the concurrency bugs.
Symbolic execution and SMT constraints Symbolic execution and SMT constraint solving form the core of Cortex's schedule search. Prior work has also used a combination of symbolic execution and SMT constraint formulations to deterministically replay concurrency failures [20] , test multithreaded programs [11, 17] , find atomicity violations [52] and identify schedulesensitive branches [18] .
However, none of the techniques above use cooperative trace collection and production-guided search.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented Cortex, a system that is not only able to find concurrency bugs in programs, but also helps the programmer in identifying their root cause. For this, Cortex generates differential path-schedule projections (DPSPs) that capture the differences between non-failing and failing executions, even when threads follow different paths in each execution. These DPSPs have from 46% to 99% less data-flows than full failing executions, strongly simplifying the task of identifying the branches that are involved in the bug.
Contrary to most previous work, Cortex does not require a failure to be observed in production to avoid exploring the full space of possible executions. Instead, it is able to use non-failing executions from production runs as a starting point for exploration, generating synthetic executions that are likely to expose a bug (when it exists). Interestingly, with the benchmarks used in the paper, Cortex was able to generate failing executions after a few (more, precisely, from just 1 to 15) cleverly guided branch flips.
In its current version, Cortex stops when a failing execution and the corresponding DPSP are produced. In future versions, we plan to search for, and compare, multiple failing executions, to enrich the information provided to the programmer.
